1. Introduction
===============

1.1. Acute Myeloid Leukemia
---------------------------

AML is an aggressive hematopoietic disease diagnosed primarily in the elderly population, with a median age of approximately 65 years \[[@r1]\]. Although 40-50% of the older patients achieve complete remission, the 5-year survival rate for patients above 65 years is 5% \[[@r1]\] due to high rates of relapse \[[@r2], [@r3]\]. The disease is highly heterogeneous, and is sub-classified according to cellular morphology, hematopoietic lineage as well as common translocations and mutations \[[@r4]\]. Cytogenetic analyses, revealing large chromosomal aberrations and gene translocations, are still regarded to give the most relevant information on prognosis \[[@r5], [@r6]\]. However, these aberrations, with the exception of acute promyeloid leukemia associated with the t(15;17)(q22;q12) translocation giving the PML-RARA fusion protein \[[@r7]\], seldom guide the choice of treatment offered. Therefore, more sophisticated and sensitive methods have been developed to discover and validate protein biomarkers that might both be clinically useful in prognostication as well as choosing therapy strategy.

Proteomics is the study of proteins at large scale. Proteomic strategies involve mass spectrometry (MS), protein chips and reverse-phase protein microarrays. However, MS-based proteomics has become very popular in the last decade and proteomics currently refer to the MS-based analysis of proteins from biological samples. The speed and sensitivity of current mass spectrometers allow the identification and quantification of several thousand of proteins, including those of low abundance and their PTM accurately. Proteomic studies of biological events can describe key proteins involved in relevant signaling pathways.

Recently, a review focused on MS aspects and leukemia research has been published \[[@r8]\]. In the following, MS-based proteomics applied on AML for disease-related biomarker discovery will be presented, with emphasis on sample considerations and new proteomic protocols. Our review of proteomic studies will describe in detail the most relevant reports on AML MS-based proteomics and phosphosproteomics published recently.

1.2. The Clinical Potential of AML Biomarkers
---------------------------------------------

Proteomic research for finding biomarkers in AML has been a subject since the 1980s, boosted by Hanash *et al*. who found different protein abundance patterns of AML blasts and acute lymphoid leukemia (ALL), using 2 dimensional (2D) electrophoresis \[[@r9]\]. Compared to other leukemias such as ALL, the prognosis for survival of AML patients has improved in the last 30 years \[[@r1]\]. The five-year relative survival has increased from 6.2 (1975-1977) to 25.4% (2004-2010). Still, AML is among the cancers with highest mortality, thus it exists a pressing need for the discovery of new biomarkers that could meliorate the clinical outcome for these patients.

For hematological clinicians a biomarker or biomarker panel for AML would be desirable for many aspects: diagnosis, risk stratification and prognosis, treatment selection, prediction of chemoresistance, selection for allogeneic stem cell transplantation and therapy monitoring. A consensus defining biomarkers for these categories does not exist, nor does a consensus defining the optimal or most practical sample type for clinical assessment of a biomarker. As conventional chemotherapy is highly toxic and not appropriate for all AML patients, biomarkers could ultimately enable personalized treatment, in which a diagnostic test could identify patients who would benefit from conventional chemotherapy and those who would benefit from alternative therapies, such as allogeneic stem cell transplantation.

A high-throughput technique such as proteomics rise as a promising tool to achieve this aim, as it enables large-scale protein and PTM analysis of clinical samples. In a heterogeneous and complex malignancy like AML, proteins transcribed from mutated genes can be valuable clinical biomarkers measurable by MS-proteomics \[[@r10]\]. Also, PTM on proteins or altered mRNA splicing leading to irregular protein isoforms can provide new measurable features to the protein such as altered activity or cause localization in different compartments of the cell.

2. Sample considerations
========================

2.1. AML Cell Lines as Models
-----------------------------

Since the development of the first hematopoietic cell line, the Raji cell line cultured from a Nigerian patient with Burkitt's lymphoma in 1963 \[[@r11]\], the use of cell line systems has become increasingly popular. Investigating the commercial database of the Leibniz-Institut DSMZ-Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, 51 different AML cell lines are available (<http://www.dsmz.de/catalogues/catalogue-human-and-animal-cell-lines.html>, accessed 26.02. 2015). Although some of these represent derivatives of the original cell lines, it is obvious that the availability of models of AML is large. Still, a subgroup of these are preferred  (Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) \[[@r12]-[@r35]\] and are often chosen to represent AML patients in both drug development and protein signaling analyses.

Although most laboratories use immortalized cell lines in basal research, there has been much debate about the actual relevance of these models. As the cells are immortalized, there has been a concern that the cells no longer resemble their origin, and cannot therefore accurately represent the disease. There is therefore a general opinion that the use of cell lines is inferior to analyses of patient material. General guidelines have therefore recently been constructed to ensure the correct development and maintenance of cell lines to prevent common errors as contamination, misidentification and instability \[[@r36]\]. Regarding AML, this concern might be considered more relevant compared to certain solid tumors, as the patients with AML themselves are very heterogeneous. The question is therefore whether AML cell lines can be good models for the study of the disease. There are only a few studies set out to explore if hematopoietic cell lines indeed are relevant and reliable as model systems. However, the development of DNA microarray-based technologies has provided a method for investigating this more thoroughly by both DNA copy number alterations and gene expression changes. Rücker *et al.* investigated 17 different myeloid leukemia cell lines by DNA microarray and compared the expression profiles with previously published AML patient data from 116 patients as well as cell line data \[[@r37]\] to interrogate the fidelity of cell lines concerning alterations during cultivation as well as relevance compared to patient cells \[[@r38]\]. Cytogenetic signatures were found to be conserved by investigating the 717 genes best characterizing cytogenetic subgroups as determined by significance analysis of microarrays. The analysis of the cell lines and AML patients based on these 717 genes showed co-clustering of groups carrying identical cytogenetic aberrations, including t(8;21), inv(16) and t(15;17). Unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis also confirmed that cell lines analyzed at different times in different laboratories showed stable gene expression patterns, indicating stability of cell lines after culturing \[[@r38]\]. However, Gillet *et al.* \[[@r39]\] investigated multidrug resistance (MDR) mechanisms in 59 of 60 cancer cell lines defined as the NCI-60 panel, and compared their results to a series of primary cancer cells from matched diseases (ovarian serous carcinoma, glioblastoma, colorectal cancer, AML and T-ALL, metastatic melanoma and breast cancer). The authors used Taqman-based RT-qPCR to compare expression profiles of 380 genes linked to MDR. Hierarchical clustering indicated that the cultured ovarian cancer cell lines showed significantly up-regulation of 225 of the 380 genes compared to primary ovarian serous carcinoma and effusion samples from ascites fluid, suggesting to be a result of selection pressure and culture conditions allowing the cell lines to grow in their  *in vitro* environment. Gillet *et al.* suggested that the cancer cell lines were selected during establishment for expression of genes associated with MDR. Their analysis of T-ALL and AML cell lines revealed the same tendencies, and showed that AML cell lines and AML patient cells did not cluster together. Hierarchical clustering of protein expression in five AML cell lines (compared and characterized in \[[@r40]\]) and twenty-seven AML patient samples from unpublished shotgun proteomics data from our lab showed that 560 of the 1410 proteins quantified in all thirty-two samples were significantly differently expressed in the cell lines compared to primary cells. Proteins involved in processes such as translational initiation and elongation were higher expressed in the cell lines, while proteins involved in or part of the mitochondrion were lower expressed in the cell lines, compared to the primary patient cells. Principal component analysis (PCA) plots of the total protein batch and the significantly regulated proteins showed a clear separation of the cell lines (Fig. **[1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), while the PCA plot of the not significantly  regulated protein subset (Fig. **[1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), showed heterogeneity among all samples. This strongly implies that some  proteins have altered expression in the cell lines, but that approximately 60% of the protein levels remains stable. The advantages of using cell lines in AML research are their unlimited supply, worldwide availability and near

infinite viable storability in liquid nitrogen. However it is essential to be aware of the limitations of the model. Thus it is important to keep in mind that the cell lines can be an approximate representation of AML, and that they cannot be used to fully describe the biological complexity of AML patient samples. Moreover, the cytogenetic status, stage of disease and mutational status are heterogeneous from patient to patient and difficult to mimic using cell line models.

2.2. Specimen Source
--------------------

AML is a disease originated in the bone marrow and affects the production of circulating blood cells of a patient. Leukemic cells exist as leukemic stem-like cells (LSC) - the malignant version of the normal hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), and as undifferentiated blast cells of the myeloid linage in the bone marrow (BM) and peripheral blood (PB). The LSC population is CD34+CD38- and can potentiate colony-forming progenitors \[[@r41]\]. It has been hypothesized to be the reason for leukemia regrowth, and can thus be important for chemoresistance and relapse \[[@r42], [@r43]\]. The LSC population may differ between individuals, as indicated by quantitative proteomic profiling of two primary mouse leukemias, in terms of LSC frequency (1 LSC/1.4 cells versus 1 LSC/\>100 cells) \[[@r20]\]. The study revealed more than 400 differentially expressed proteins, of which some were associated with stem cell fate. The LSC population has been described as significantly different compared to other AML and CD34+ subpopulations \[[@r43]\], and has been the preferred material in some proteomic and transcriptomic studies \[[@r44], [@r45]\]. However, the LSC population is less abundant and therefore harder to obtain, thus other studies are based on AML blast cells isolated from PB \[[@r46]-[@r48]\] or BM \[[@r49]-[@r53]\], sometimes referred to as the bulk population. Which of these is most favorable is also debatable; the BM is in close proximity to the hematopoietic stem cells, but sample collection is more invasive and separation of BM-derived leukemic cells from other BM-derived cells is more complicated than blast separation from most PB samples. Good correlation between matched BM and PB samples has been found when comparing 51 proteins with reverse phase protein array (RPPA) technology \[[@r54]\]. The study indicated seven proteins as significantly altered, pointing to two phosphoproteins: proto-oncogen tyrosine-protein kinase Src (SRC) with a higher level in blood, and ribosomal protein S6 (RS6) with higher levels in marrow. The authors suggested that blood cells might be in a less proliferative and transcriptional state compared to leukemic cells in the BM \[[@r54]\]. Single cell network profiling of intracellular signaling nodes of leukemic paired BM and PB blasts before and after treatment has demonstrated that the specimen source is not significantly affecting the proteome signaling \[[@r55]\]. As BM aspiration is a considerably more invasive procedure than collection of PB, blast samples from PB are more practical for biomarker assessment in a clinical setting -- also in terms of therapy monitoring, where collection of BM might not be clinically excused \[[@r55]\].

Cell sorting of cell populations expressing distinct surface markers has also been used, including studies on single AML cells \[[@r56]\]. AML involves different clonal cells, and it is important for the biological understanding to also look at the clones individually. However, for a biomarker to have clinical value it should be measureable in an easily accessible sample type, thus potential markers from such studies should also be tested in PB samples.

2.3. Pre-analytical Sample Preparation
--------------------------------------

Leukemic cells as sample are a valuable and important source for clinical biomarker studies. Sample collection, storage and preparation are all steps where bias can be introduced, thus a standardized protocol for these procedures is of outmost importance. In studies including blast cells, patients with high blast counts in PB are preselected for the AML bio-bank to minimize the amount of contaminant non-leukemic cells, ensuring over 95% blasts after separation \[[@r57]\]. The advantage of this pre-selection is the certainty of having the purest leukemic cell preparations for analysis, but on the other hand, this might skew the patient demographics used in clinical studies, as factors such as nucleophosmin-1 (NPM) and Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 internal tandem duplication (FLT3-ITD) mutations are linked to higher blast percentage and leukocyte count \[[@r58]\]. For proteomic analysis, no standardized consensus has been published, but sample preparation procedures have been summarized, reviewed and proposed \[[@r59]\]. Ficoll-Hypaque separation (density gradient separation) is commonly used to isolate the mononuclear cell fraction, which contains the leukemic blast population (leukemic PBMC). The mononuclear fraction can either be depleted of CD3+/CD19+ B and T cells by magnetic antibody-conjugated sorting or cryopreserved directly in liquid nitrogen, with 80-90% viability when re-thawed \[[@r59], [@r60]\]. The latter approach ensures less sample preparation steps that can influence the proteome, however, the leukemic blast population may be contaminated with some B and T cells.

Storage conditions together with freeze-cycles can affect the sample stability \[[@r61], [@r62]\]. Tibes *et al*. did not find any significant changes in their analysis of eight phosphoepitopes after one and three freeze-thaw cycles (cryopreserved) compared to fresh samples \[[@r60]\]. However, delayed sample storage has been found to alter the mRNA expression of two transcripts in mononuclear cells of BM \[[@r63]\] and similar changes could be expected at protein level.

To date, no large-scale proteomics studies on leukemic cells have been performed to examine these important aspects more thoroughly. A standardized bio-banking protocol to ensure identical sample handling of all samples is crucial for larger biomarker studies. The ultimate goal should be to use fresh cells to easily assess a diagnostic or prognostic marker, and it would therefore be important to compare the results from protocols with cryopreserved cells as used for biomarker studies today to the results from a protocol that uses fresh AML cells. The logistics of obtaining sufficient fresh sample amount for statistical significance has probably been a limiting factor, but new opportunities in proteomic sample preparation enables sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) cell lysing of fresh material, which can then be frozen as a "fresh" cell lysate.

2.4. Finding a Suitable Cell Specimen Control
---------------------------------------------

A major collective challenge for AML proteomic studies is the selection of control cells to include in the experimental design. Since leukemic blasts are immature cells where differentiation is blocked, it is hard to identify a healthy comparable counterpart. The tendencies in leukemia research are to use cell types (such as mononuclear cells) isolated from PB of healthy volunteers, hematopoietic CD34+ cells from BM and/or leukemia cells from ALL or chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) as controls. Why a certain control has been included in a study should however be discussed to a larger degree. The choice of the experimental control would depend on the biological and clinical aspect of the study being conducted, as the control group might differ in a therapeutic screening compared to a diagnostic biomarker study. We here summarize the most commonly used controls.

PBMC may be the most frequently used control. This collective term comprises cells with one round nucleus, such as lymphocytes, monocytes and macrophages, and excessively leukemic blast cells in case of AML. This cell subset can be separated from the whole peripheral venous blood, which is easily collected from healthy volunteers. The whole PB contains the immunized, differentiated lymphocytes (B cells, T cells, NK cells and regulatory T-cells), dendritic cells, granulocytes, hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, mononuclear cells, myeloid cells, monocytes (incompletely differentiated precursor to macrophage and myeloid dendritic cells) and plasma cells \[[@r64]\]. The monocytes and macrophages have the same common myeloid progenitor as the AML blast cells, while the common lymphoid progenitors are precursors of lymphocytes. Proteomic-based comparisons of AML mononuclear cells derived from PB and BM could not identify differences between the two leukemic cell samples, but differences in these hematopoietic cell compartments were found in comparison to healthy volunteer samples after stem cell mobilization \[[@r65]\]. These results were also observed with the flow cytometry technique \[[@r66]\].

Normal leukocytes/white blood cells (granulocytes, lymphocytes and monocytes) have also been used as control, and can be isolated from the PB by gradient separation \[[@r67]\]. Forty-four proteins differently expressed in acute leukemias (AML and ALL) and normal white blood cells have been identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight (MALDI-TOF)-MS \[[@r68]\], of which several proteins were suggested to be involved in leukemogenesis and one in leukemia classification. Although, the availability of leukocytes as control group is advantageous, the cells are quite different from the leukemic blast when it comes to both function and maturation. However, proteins upregulated in AML compared to both ALL and leukocytes may reflect malignant transformation of AML \[[@r68]\]. ALL is acute leukemia of the lymphoid linage, and it is dominated by immature malignant hematopoietic cells, like AML. ALL as a control therefore suits as a lineage-independent control, but with similar blockage of differentiation. Defining the proteins that are differentially expressed in AML and ALL may aid for diagnostic purposes. Proteins with similar expression in AML and ALL, but different to more mature cells, can be related to differentiation stop.

All blood cells are originated from a common pluripotent HSC, a rare cell type (1:100.000 to 1:10 million \[[@r42]\]) located in specialized niches in the BM \[[@r64]\]. Human primary CD34+ cells isolated from BM mononuclear cells include both hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells and should be characterized by flow cytometry after isolation. The cells can be isolated immunomagnetically from the BM using positive selection. For therapeutic purposes, knowledge regarding which proteins are expressed on leukemic cells compared to HSC can be utilized to develop drugs targeting only AML expressed proteins. This cell population as control therefore has an important role in proteomic biomarker studies. Kornblau *et al*. set to compare five different AML subsets relative to normal CD34+ cells (HSC was unobtainable) and found many cancer-related proteins, such as cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1B (CDN1B), signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) and cellular tumor antigen p53 (P53), to have more than 60% higher expression in the LSC (CD34+ CD38-) subset \[[@r43]\]. Foss *et al.* included CD34+ cells isolated from PB as healthy controls for blockage of differentiation stage, in addition to mononuclear cells as control for healthy monocyte contamination \[[@r52]\]. For mobilization of the CD34+ cells into the blood, the patients were stimulated with granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (CSF3), which induces production of myeloid precursors. Thus these cells resembled the AML blast cells compared to ALL cells, mononuclear cells and expectedly the stem cell CD34+ population. Seventeen of 639 proteins were reported to have significantly different expression in CD34+ versus AML.

The difficulties of defining an appropriate control group for AML blast cells is probably the reason that some research groups avoids including a control, and in some studies paired samples -- for instance before and after therapy -- may serve as internal control \[[@r53]\]. In addition to carefully selecting the appropriate cell population as control sample, considerations should be put into which healthy volunteers to include. The matching of patients and controls in terms of sex, ethnicity and age is usually not discussed. Healthy volunteers donating BM samples are often medical students recruited and do not reflect the AML patient cohort whose median age is 60-70 years. PBMC control samples are often collected from blood donors at the local blood bank, and thus might reflect a more diverse range of age groups.

3. MS-based methodologies for the study the AML proteome
========================================================

MS-based approaches to identify and quantify proteins and peptides in complex biological samples are characterized by a multistep workflow that includes sample preparation, liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), data analysis and result interpretation. During sample preparation the cells are lysed, the disulphide bonds from the released proteins are reduced, free cysteines  are alkylated and the proteins are digested into peptides. A desalting step to remove chemicals and undigested proteins is performed before LC-MS/MS. The peptide sample can then be analyzed with no further processing (single-shot approach) or fractionated into several subsamples before loading onto the LC-MS/MS system to improve signal-to-noise ratios and increase proteome coverage. Although current mass spectrometers have a wide dynamic range, more low abundant proteins in complex mixtures would be identified and quantified after fractionation. Figure **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}** illustrates the main steps for sample preparation that are described bellow. The most popular methods to prepare biological samples prior to MS-analysis are one dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (1D-PAGE) \[[@r69]\], in-solution digestion \[[@r70]\] and filter-assisted sample preparation (FASP) \[[@r71], [@r72]\]. With the 1D-PAGE method, the proteins from typically detergent-lysed samples are separated and the lane containing the protein sample is usually excised into several sections for processing. In-solution digestion approaches use denaturing reagents (urea, guanidinium hydrochloride, trifluoroethanol or sodium deoxycholate) at high concentration to solubilize the biological sample. Digestion can be performed with more than one protease. In fact, a serial Lys-C/trypsin proteolysis was found most efficient to yield fully cleaved peptides while reducing the percentage of miscleavage \[[@r73]\]. In the FASP method, the sample is processed in a standard filtration device. As described on the in-solution digestion method, FASP can be performed using a consecutive digestion with LysC and then trypsin to increase the population of peptides notably \[[@r74], [@r75]\]. An enhanced version of the original FASP method (eFASP) has been described to increase proteome coverage and sample recovery \[[@r76]\] by activation treatment of the filter before use, and use of deoxycholic acid as digestion buffer. However, a recent comparative reevaluation of the classic FASP and eFASP methods by LC-MS/MS has revealed no significant difference at protein level \[[@r77]\]. 2D-PAGE and 2D-differential in-gel electrophoresis (DIGE), which uses up to three different fluorescent dyes to compare different protein samples within a single 2D-gel platform, have been used in AML biomarker research as common methods to process AML patient or AML cell line samples.

In the past few months, optimized in-solution methods using trifluoroethanol as protein denaturant \[[@r78]\] or guanidinium hydrochloride containing tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine and chloroacetamide to perform simultaneous reduction and alkylation \[[@r79]\] along with a new in-solution/FASP hybrid approach named in-StageTip method \[[@r80]\] have been described to report deep proteome coverage and excellent quantification accuracy using fast and highly sensitive benchtop quadrupole ultra-high-field orbitrap MS. In our lab, we use the FASP method \[[@r71], [@r75]\], with Lys-C and trypsin as digestion enzymes, to process AML patient samples. We are able to identify and quantify 3100 proteins from 20 μg of sample using the FASP method analyzed on a Linear Trap Quadrupole (LTQ) Orbitrap Elite MS (unpublished data).

Peptide samples of high complexity are often fractionated using chromatographic columns or self-packed microcolumns in pipet tips \[[@r81]\] taking advantage of peptide properties such as charge, polarity, hydrophobicity, isoelectric point and size. Of the many types of fractionation techniques \[[@r82]-[@r84]\], strong cation exchange (SCX), strong anion exchange

(SAX) and reverse phase (RP) chromatography are most commonly used in proteomic workflows. The recent report by Kulak *et al.* \[[@r80]\] has shown that the mixed mode reverse phase/cation exchange (MM) identified and quantified more proteins than SCX or SAX. In our lab, we also tested the MM versus SCX and SAX in stage tips to fractionate AML proteomes digested in solution and we observed a 6% and 12% increase in identified and quantified proteins with the MM when compared to the SCX and SAX, respectively, using an LTQ Orbitrap Elite MS.

To quantify the proteome, a labeling strategy could be included in the proteomic workflow. The differently labeled samples should be processed with the same proteomic workflow and combined to be comparable. The main approaches for quantitative proteomics can be grouped in label free, metabolic labeling, isobaric labeling and targeted methods \[[@r85]\]. Label free techniques can be used on any soluble biological sample and unlimited number of samples can be compared. The label free approach avoids use of expensive chemicals for labeling, but requires more analysis time on the MS. However, it can handle a high dynamic range. As quantification relies on MS peptide ion intensities or MS/MS spectral counting, sample preparation, LC and MS conditions must show high reproducibility, which could be challenging when fractionation is included. Stable isotope labeling by amino acids (SILAC) is a metabolic labeling technique that introduces light and heavy versions of amino acids (the most commonly used are arginine and lysine) to whole cells through the growth medium containing the desired amino acid form. Although the quantification of different SILAC samples can be very precise, this technique is not applicable to non-metabolically active samples. For such purposes, the super-SILAC approach \[[@r86]\] - which comprises of a mixture of SILAC labeled disease-representative cell lines as internal standard - is a suitable alternative, as it allows protein quantification of patient derived tissue and cell lysate. It should be emphasized that protein quantification using SILAC relies on the presence of proteins in both the patient sample and the internal standard. Thus, there is a risk of losing quantification of proteins only present in the patient sample. However, in our hands, the percentage of proteins in AML patient samples that could not be quantified with a super-SILAC mix of 5 AML cell lines \[[@r40]\] never exceeded 2% (unpublished data). With isobaric labeling techniques targeting the N-terminus and side chain amines of peptides such as isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) and tandem mass tag (TMT) it is possible to compare up to eight and ten samples, respectively. Because of the possibility to multiplex, these techniques are often preferred for in depth quantitative biomarker discovery studies where SILAC is not applicable \[[@r87]\]. If specific peptides in biological samples need to be quantified with high confidence, multiple reaction monitoring (MRM; also referred to as selected reaction monitoring (SRM)) \[[@r88]\], can be performed using triple quadrupole or hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion trap MS. Moreover, MRM can do absolute quantification if the target peptide is accompanied by known concentrations of its isotopically labelled synthetic form. The introduction of new quadrupole-orbitrap instruments such as the Q Exactive allow analyses to be operated in parallel reaction monitoring (PRM) mode \[[@r89]\]. Compared to MRM on the triple quadrupole, this high resolution and accurate mass instrument allows for even higher accuracy and selectivity, which minimize interfering from co-eluting peptides.

4. PTM, phosphoproteomics and MS-based methodologies for the study of the AML phosphoproteome
=============================================================================================

Functional protein properties can be changed by PTM, in which a chemical group is covalently attached to an amino acid side chain. Although more than 300 types of protein PTM can occur in living organisms \[[@r90]\], phosphorylation, glycosylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, methylation, nitrosylation and oxidation represent the most frequent modifications. Protein PTM regulate most of the biological processes and are involved in cancerogenesis, neurodegenerative disease and diabetes \[[@r91], [@r92]\]. The low abundance and low stoichiometry of many PTM makes characterization of the modification sites a challenging task. PTM analysis typically requires large amounts of the biological sample; a specific PTM enrichment step, usually before or after peptide fractionation in the general proteomic workflow; and fast and sensitive mass spectrometers equipped with different peptide fragmentation techniques such as collision-induced dissociation (CID), higher-energy collision dissociation (HCD) and electron-transfer dissociation (ETD) \[[@r93]\].

Phosphorylation is one of the most ubiquitous PTM of proteins and plays a crucial role in cell signaling and regulation. Five hundred eighteen protein kinase genes are found in the human genome \[[@r94]\]. Nearly 30% of all proteins can reversibly be phosphorylated on serine, threonine and tyrosine residues during the cell cycle \[[@r95]\]. This means that thousands of phosphorylation sites can be identified from cell lysates and describe the regulatory mechanisms of the biological process under investigation. The development of phosphopeptide enrichment techniques can be found in recent PTM reviews by Beltran and Cutillas \[[@r96]\] and Huang  *et al.* \[[@r97]\]. Phosphoproteomics has made a great progress in the last ten years. Besides optimized enrichment methods and advanced mass spectrometers, several computational methods are freely available and described \[[@r98]\]. Thus, phosphorylation is the most studied PTM in biological samples with MS methods. Current approaches are capable of mapping more than 50.000 phosphopeptides in a single human cancer cell line \[[@r99]\].

Currently, popular enrichment protocols of phosphopeptides from digested samples are chromatography-based and involve the use of titanium dioxide beads -metal oxide affinity chromatography (MOAC)- or iron (III) ions chelated to a nitrilotriacetic matrix-immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC)- or the sequential use of both materials in the SIMAC (sequential elution from IMAC) strategy to separate mono-phosphorylated and multiply-phosphorylated peptide pools \[[@r100]\] (Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). A new generation of IMAC materials have recently been developed using a monodisperse microsphere-based immobilized titanium (IV) ion matrix \[[@r101]\]. Even metal immobilized magnetic nanoparticles have been synthesized for a highly selective and sensitive enrichment of phosphopeptides \[[@r102]\]. Furthermore, the identification of phosphotyrosine-peptides, which are usually less abundant than phosphoserine- or phosphothreonine-peptides, requires a specific immunoaffinity purification step using antiphospho-tyrosine antibodies (such as 4G10, P-Tyr-100 or P-Tyr-1000, separately or in combination) that typically precede the general phosphopeptide enrichment \[[@r103]\].

It is well known that each approach leads to the enrichment of a different phosphopeptide set. The performance of an enrichment technique also depends on the nature and complexity of the sample. Samples containing many thousands of phosphopeptides might require peptide fractionation before or after phosphopeptide enrichment \[[@r104]\]. Therefore, an initial test of the individual or combined enrichment techniques on the biological sample to be analyzed might be beneficial to identify the phosphoproteomic workflow giving the desired balance between sample throughput, the amount of consumed sample material and coverage of phosphorylated peptides. In our lab, we use the FASP method, with Lys-C and trypsin as digestion enzymes, followed by a separate TiO~2~-beads enrichment of the two peptide pools, to identify and quantify 2.900 phosphorylation sites from only 250 μg of AML sample using an LTQ Orbitrap Elite MS (unpublished data).

5. Proteomic contributions to unravel the AML proteome
======================================================

As more advanced proteomic techniques have been developed in the recent years, proteomic research has in general moved from 2D-PAGE combined with MALDI-TOF or surface-enhanced laser desorption-ionization (SELDI)-TOF to LC-MS/MS-based proteomics of large-scale protein analysis and accurate targeted approaches. A decade ago, the contribution of proteomics to the study of AML proteins was very poor. AML cells could be accessed from BM or PB and purified in large by gradient separation \[[@r59]\]. However, partial-coverage proteomic protocols and low sensitive mass spectrometers could not cope with the high complexity and large dynamic range of AML samples, resulting in few reported proteins as potential AML biomarkers. The earliest report detected 10 differentially expressed proteins from AC133+ hematopoietic stem cell-like fractions isolated from different leukemic disorders, including AML \[[@r44]\]. Few years later, MS-based quantitative proteomic tools such as SILAC, iTRAQ and isotope-coded affinity tag (ICAT) in addition to DIGE, became popular proteomic approaches for cancer biomarker discovery using upgraded high sensitive MALDI-MS/MS, MALDI-TOF, SELDI-TOF, electrospray ionization

(ESI)-MS/MS and nanoESI-MS/MS mass spectrometers. Despite the fast progress of MS-based proteomic methods, the challenges in finding large patient cohorts and working with limited amounts of AML samples have hindered the use of shotgun proteomics (based on LC-MS/MS spectrometry) for the global characterization of the AML proteome comprised of several thousand of proteins. In the following section, most of the proteomic findings in AML research regarding improved diagnostics, risk stratification and prognostics in the last decade will be reported while all the potential biomarkers identified from these studies will be listed in Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**.

5.1. Diagnostic Markers and Global Protein Expression Profiling
---------------------------------------------------------------

In the clinic today, cytogenetic and molecular markers are used to diagnose AML patients according to the WHO system \[[@r4]\]. However, the present guidelines are not adequate to differentiate between all subtypes and do not always predict the clinical outcome. The fact that nearly 50% of the AML patients show no cytogenetically abnormality discourages the use of cytogenetic markers \[[@r6]\]. Therefore, protein expression profiling of AML subtypes could become a frequent tool to be used in diagnostics and prognostics of AML patients, where a specific protein or protein signature, within a certain set of proteins, either carrying PTM or not, is expressed in a distinct pattern related to a specific clinical feature. The protein or PTM signature can potentially act as a biomarker itself or reveal upstream or downstream biomarkers being part of the pathway(s) related to the protein pattern.

For AML diagnostic research, Kwak *et al.* used 2D-MS analysis to compare the serum of 12 AML patients and 12 healthy controls. They found eight proteins, including alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein (FETUA) and immunoglobulin heavy-chain variant, differentially expressed in the AML group \[[@r47]\]. The same technology was applied on blast cells isolated from BM of 13 AML patients classified according to the WHO system. They identified seven proteins, including Rho GFP-dissociation inhibitor 2 (GDIR2), catalase (CATA), annexin 1 (ANXA1) and annexin A10 (ANX10), as altered in the AML blast population compared to normal mononuclear cells \[[@r105]\]. Despite the potential use of the proteins as markers for prognosis or disease outcome, no further validation or application has been reported.

Braoudaki *et al.* \[[@r106]\] aimed to distinguish AML from myelodyslastic syndrome and suggested moesin (MOES) and ezrin (EZRI) as potential diagnostic biomarkers for AML. The expression of MOES was validated with Western blot, but only four patient samples were included. In another attempt to define molecular profiles of FAB-based AML classification and ALL versus AML, Cui *et al.* analyzed 61 patient samples using 2D-MS. The authors identified 27 proteins

differently expressed between AML and ALL, and 23 proteins differently expressed between the granulocytic and monocytic linages of AML \[[@r50], [@r68]\]. Among them, protein S100-A8 (S10A8) and S100-A9 (S10A9) were found to differentiate AML from ALL, and nucleoside diphosphate kinase A (NDKA) described to be absent in the M3a subtype. Proteomic profiling aiming to classify the different AML subtypes has also been done with RPPA by Kornblau *et al.* \[[@r54]\] in a study including 265 patients. They were able to separate the myeloid subtypes (M0-M2), the monocytic subtypes (M4-M5), erythroleukemia and megakaryocytic leukemia from a subset of 24 differentially expressed proteins and phosphoproteins. In a recent study using SELDI-TOF-MS technology, a protein profile classification model was constructed for characterization of acute leukemia subgroups, resulting in five distinct proteomic signatures which could serve as a new diagnose approach \[[@r120]\]. The identity of the proteins included in the proteomic signatures has, however, not been revealed.

In an early 2D and DIGE MALDI-TOF study, Balkhi *et al.* reported specific PTM to be associated with cytogenetic risks in a patient cohort of 42 AML patients with various cytogenetic aberrations \[[@r49]\]. *β*-*O*-linked *N*-acetyl glucosamine was found in heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein H (HNRH1) of patients with 11q23 translocation, acetylation of calreticulin (CALR) was associated with t(8;21) translocation and methylation of heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A2/B1 (ROA2) was found with both t(8;21) translocation and inv(16). Abnormalities in chromosome 11q23 is usually associated with poor prognosis \[[@r121]\], while translocation of both t(8;21) and inv(16) are associated with good prognosis \[[@r122]\]. Different cytogenetic groups were all found to alter the proteome, and proteins contributing to cytogenetic differences were reported and used to create biological protein networks. However, regardless of identical risk stratifying markers or cytogenetic aberrations, patients are known to respond differently to the given therapy. This might explain why four phosphoprotein signatures were found to correlate to prognosis and treatment response, but not to the cytogenetics in a study by Irish *et al.*, where they applied multiparameter flow cytometry on single cells \[[@r56]\]. To date, there is no published global proteomic data on AML PTM such as glycosylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, methylation and redox modifications. However, the phosphorylation state in several AML cell lines as well as in AML patients has been studied (Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**).

Using advanced LC-MS/MS spectrometry, Foss *et al.* described deeper coverage of the AML proteome, demonstrating that the use of label free alignment algorithms enabled differentiation between known classes of acute leukemias (AML and ALL), in addition to healthy mobilized CD34+ controls \[[@r52]\]. Of more than 600 quantified proteins, the authors found 91, 71 and 17 proteins that distinguished ALL from CD34+, ALL from AML, and AML from CD34+, respectively. One of the most promising biomarker candidate was nicastrin (NICA), a component of the gamma secretase complex, which separated AML from both ALL and CD34+ samples. Retinal dehydrogenase 1 (AL1A1), NICA and 3-ketoacyl CoA thiolase (THIK) were proposed as biomarkers distinguishing AML from CD34+. In a follow-up study on the same dataset by Elo *et al*. \[[@r123]\], an advanced statistical approach called "ROTS" (reproducibility optimized test statistics) was applied on the dataset to account for high experimental variability and missing quantifications. They concluded that the label free-aligned algorithm identified more potential biomarkers involved in known leukemic processes, compared to transcriptomics.

Another type of proteomic screening or profiling where MS-based proteomics can reveal new biological insight and markers is over-expression or knock-down of oncogenes in cell lines followed by protein quantification of the induced biological activities, as demonstrated in a study of protein tyrosine phosphatase type IVA 3 (TP4A3) by Chong *et al.* \[[@r107]\]. By screening the quantified proteins in the downstream signaling pathway of TP4A3, 398 proteins were significantly altered and RNA polymerase-associated protein Leo1 was identified as a novel mediator of the oncogenic functions of TP4A3 in leukemia. This approach can ultimately be used for drug development, targeting specific pathways or proteins otherwise hard to identify.

Antibody drug-conjugates can be used as therapy for cell surface proteins. In a recent study by Strassberg *et al*. the cell surface proteome of four AML cell lines, one CML cell line and normal blood cells were characterized by label free MS-based proteomics \[[@r108]\]. Of 823 proteins, 320 were annotated as membrane proteins and were clustered into eight groups based on their relative quantification, differentiating among the AML cell lines, normal granulocytes and the CML cell line. The report focused on CD166 antigen as it was upregulated in all AML cell lines and AML samples from some patients. A duocarmycin derivate was used for the development of an antibody-drug conjugate, which killed HL60 AML cells in a vitro assay with an IC~50~ of 8 nM.

5.2. Predictive and Prognostic Markers
--------------------------------------

Since many AML patients exhibit no risk-stratifying factors, meaning clinical features that predict risk and outcome, and guides clinicians in medical decision-making, many research groups aim at finding new prognostic and risk stratifying biomarkers to complement the morphological, cytogenetic and molecular risk factors. Several groups have used proteomics to refine the cytogenetic classes. Nicolas *et al.* found a proteomic classification that refines the cytogenetic subgroups, as the protein profiles could subdivide the intermediate and unfavorable cytogenetic classes into subgroups with significantly different survival rates \[[@r109]\]. For instance, patients with intermediate cytogenetic risk could be separated into two proteomic profiles, where patients of one profile had similar survival rates as patients with favorable cytogenetic risk, while the other proteomic profile had similar survival rates as the unfavorable cytogenetic group. The most discriminating protein between survival and death was S10A8, which was verified as a biomarker for poor-prognosis in a different patient cohort, and found to predict death (during the follow-up period of 57 months) with 85% sensitivity and 72% specificity. Increased expression of this protein may be used as a high-risk prognostic AML biomarker, but it might not represent a therapeutic target, as it was found to be decreased in AML compared to normal neutrophils in another study \[[@r68]\]. Profiling of serum peptides has been performed on samples from 72 AML patients, 72 healthy controls, 37 AML patients with complete remission (CR) and 30 refractory and relapse AML patients \[[@r46]\]. The samples were analyzed with MALDI-TOF and LC-ESI-MS/MS spectrometry to identify candidate biomarkers, followed by immunoblotting for validation studies. Three proteins, ubiquitin-like modifier activating enzyme 1 (UBA1), isoform 1 of fibrinogen alpha chain precursor (FIBA) and platelet factor 4 (PLF4) correlated with AML clinical outcome and could possibly be used for predicting AML relapse, monitoring minimal residual disease and predicting prognosis in clinical practice.

Using an LC-MS/MS phosphoproteomics strategy combined with interactome analysis and transcriptome sequencing, Oellerich *et al.* showed that FLT3-ITD-positive AML differed from FLT3-ITD-negative AML in regard to tyrosine-protein kinase BTK-dependent signaling \[[@r110]\]. In FLT3-ITD-positive subtypes, BTK mediated FLT3-ITD-dependent activation of myc proto-oncogen protein (MYC) and signal transducer and activator of transcription 5 (STAT5), while BTK couples Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) activation to nuclear factor NF-kappa B (NFKB1) and STAT5 in the FLT3-ITD-negative subtype, pointing towards BTK inhibitors as subtype-specific treatment strategies, either as a single agent or in combination with other drugs. The BTK inhibitor ibrutinib has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment of chronic lymphocytic leukemia patients, inducing cellular apoptosis and reduced growth \[[@r124]\]. The FLT3 kinase has been a subject of extensive research, and despite the fact that phosphorylation of tyrosine residues counts for less than 2% of the total phosphosites, Zhang *et al.* were able to quantify 371 unique phosphotyrosine peptides on 276 proteins with an LC-MS/MS spectrometer \[[@r111]\]. Comparison of FLT3 wild type, ITD and D835Y mutant showed that the two mutated proteins caused different signaling events, measured by different phosphorylation status of tyrosine-protein phosphatase non-receptor type 6 (PTN6), tyrosine-protein kinase JAK2 and STAT5. Interestingly, the authors found that the constitutive FLT3 activation in the D835Y phenotype lead to phosphorylation of PTN6 and down-regulation of JAK2-STAT5 signaling.

Mutation of the transcription factor CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein alpha (CEBPA-p30) is observed in approximately 10% of AML patients and is involved in leukemia development \[[@r125], [@r126]\]. In a proteomic screen, it was found that AML patients with the CEBPA-p30 mutation had increased expression of SUMO-conjugating enzyme UBC9, causing sumoylation of CEBPA-p42, which inhibits granulocytic differentiation \[[@r51]\]. The AML subgroup having the CEBPA-p30 mutation is also related to increased expression of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase NIMA-interacting 1 (PIN1) with CEBPA-p30 binding site in the promoter region \[[@r112]\]. Silencing of PIN1 led to granulocytic differentiation, and the authors suggested PIN1 inhibition as a potential strategy for AML treatment of the patients harboring the CEBPA-p30 mutation.

5.3. Therapy-related Markers
----------------------------

Altered signal transduction pathways and mutated proteins with altered activation are potential therapeutic targets, and known oncogenic proteins, such as FLT3, have been extensively targeted and inhibited in clinical trials \[[@r127]-[@r130]\]. Although such treatment has been successful for some patients, it has not lead to a revolution in AML treatment. Chemotherapy induces massive cell death in the patient, and studies on therapy-induced proteomic changes have been performed \[[@r131]\]. Chemoresistance is a major problem in the treatment of many AML patients, and biomarkers predicting therapy response are highly needed. High concentrations of gamma 1 actin (ACTG) was highlighted as a potential biomarker predicting resistance by Kazmierczak *et al*. \[[@r113]\], based on a study where they correlated clinical, cytogenetic and molecular data to the results of induction chemotherapy. However, no follow-up studies on this marker have been published so far. Recently, 2D and MALDI-TOF spectrometry was used again to study drug-targeted protein expression in AML1/ETO cell line \[[@r114]\]. Treatment with DNA methyltransferase inhibitor azacitidine induced downregulation of peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase A (PPIA), CATA, NPM and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) whereas decitabine induced downregulation of alpha-enolase (ENOA) and peroxiredoxin-1 (PRDX1). Downregulation of T-complex protein 1 subunit alpha (TCPA) and ROA2 was observed with the two drugs. To date, there are few studies on AML-therapy-related markers. Proteomic analysis of current and future induction and post remission drugs on AML patients could provide valuable insights into the molecular changes under treatment to evaluate drug response.

5.4. Major MS-based Proteomics Contributions to Identify AML Biomarkers
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A detailed proteomic study by Luczak *et al.* \[[@r48]\] on the identification of AML biomarkers from 38 AML patients and 17 healthy volunteers addressed the protein profiling of two AML subtypes (M1 and M2); the correlation between some protein biomarkers and therapeutic outcome or relapse time; and the potential use of BM and PB samples for the purpose of discovering useful biomarkers. Using samples from BM and PB at time of diagnosis (T0), at time of CR (T1) and at time of disease recurrence (T2), the authors showed that the proteomes of AML-M1/M2 patients were not significantly different between the two samples at the different time points. Thus, this comparison encourages the use of PB samples, which requires a less complicated collecting procedure than aspiration, for AML research. Proteomic analysis of combined AML-M1/M2-T0 BM and PB samples with PB and BM samples from healthy volunteers, separately, identified 21 differentially expressed proteins in each data set. Seventeen out of the 21 proteins from each comparison overlapped. However, the expression changes were different in each set. This was not surprising as the comparative proteomic analysis of the PB and BM samples from healthy volunteers revealed numerous quantitative and qualitative differences. The group of nine proteins that differed between AML-M1/M2-T0 and both PB and BM from healthy volunteers included histone-binding protein RBBP4, α-actinin 1 (ACTN1), a 14-3-3 protein, transketolase (TKT), pyruvate kinase (KPYR), protein deglycase DJ-1 (PARK7), F-actin capping protein alpha-1 (CAZA1), annexin A4 (ANXA4) and MOES. They represented potential biomarkers for differentiating AML-M1/M2 patients from healthy controls. Interestingly, the authors did not find significant differences in the proteome comparisons between AML-M1/M2-T0 and AML-M1/M2-T1, and between AML-M1/M2-T0 and AML-M1/M2-T2. Significant expression differences of ANXA1, glutathione S-transferase omega-1 (GSTO1) and esterase D/formyglutathione hydrolase (ESTD) were observed between the proteomes of AML-M1/M2-T0 and the proteome from patients who responded to treatment and achieved remission (AML-M1/M2-T0-CR) and from patients resistant to treatment (AML-M1/M2-T0-RES). In addition, ACTG was found to be differentially expressed between short-term and long-term remission patients and showed a similar high expression pattern in the short-term remission and AML-M1/M2-T0-RES groups. For the first time, four biomarker candidates were introduced to differentiate patients who were treatment-responsive from those who showed short-term response or resistance to the treatment. A final analysis of the AML-M1/M2-T0 group involving both BM and PB samples performing hierarchical clustering was enabled to discriminate proteins from AML-M1 and AML-M2 subtypes. The classification was consistent with the clinical diagnosis in 81% of the cases. Five proteins, annexin A3 (ANXA3), 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (6PGD), CATA, one of the L-plastin isoforms (PLSL) and peroxiredoxin-6 (PRDX6), exhibited differential expression and could be of potential use to diagnose AML patients into the M1 and M2 subtypes.

Two important contributions to the understanding of phosphorylation in AML are described next. The study by Casado *et al.* \[[@r115]\] described a computational strategy, named kinase-substrate enrichment analysis (KSEA), to infer the activation of given kinase pathways from MS-based phosphoproteomic data of AML cells. Firstly, the phosphopeptides were arranged into substrate groups which contained phosphorylation sites known as substrates of specific kinases or sharing specific phosphorylation motifs when the fidelity of kinase-substrate databases was compromised. Then, the statistical significance of the enrichment of these groups relative to the phosphoproteomics data was calculated. P31/Fuj and Kasumi-1 AML cell lines with and without treatment with inhibitors of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-biphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha isoform (PK3CA) and serine/threonine-protein kinase mTOR (AZ123, Ku-794 and PI-103) were used to evaluate the computational modeling. The KSEA results showed an activation of DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (PRKDC) as a consequence of inhibiting PK3CA and mTOR and were in agreement with those obtained by Western blotting analysis. KSEA analysis of the phosphoproteomic data from AML patients showed an enrichment of phosphorylated substrate groups downstream of PK3CA in 55% of the cases. Phosphorylated substrates of casein kinase 2α (CSK21), cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) and serine/threonine-protein kinases PAK were significantly enriched in nearly 40% of the AML cases. Phosphorylated substrates of mitogen-activated protein kinase 1 (MK01 or MAPK1), 3-phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase-1 (PDPK1) and cell division cycle 7 (CDC7) were enriched in AML patient samples that showed resistance to inhibition of PI3K-mTOR signaling by AZ123, whereas substrates of tyrosine-protein kinase ABL1, tyrosine-protein kinase Lck, SRC and CDK1 were enriched in AZ123-sensitive AML patient samples. The use of KSEA to predict the responses of AML cells to drugs that target kinase pathways may be beneficial to estimate therapy success and reassess the clinical use of kinase inhibitors as AML targets. KSEA is not available online yet. More validation studies of the script with different AML data sets would provide key information on the accuracy of mathematical modelling in the prediction of therapy success based on kinase inhibitors. However, another modeling study by the same group on AML (along with lymphoma and multiple myeloma) cell lines found a good correlation between the phosphoproteomics data and the phenotypic responses of these cancer cells to kinase inhibitors \[[@r132]\], supporting the potential use of modeling for the identification of novel markers of resistance or sensitivity to drugs that inhibit key enzymes such as kinases.

The first global phosphoproteome analysis of human BM samples was published by Schaab *et al.* last year \[[@r53]\]. AC220 (quizartinib), a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, is a FLT3 inhibitor and it has been used in the treatment of patients with relapsed/refractory AML. The CR rate in FLT3-ITD-positive patients was 54% and the partial remission (PR) rate was 17% \[[@r133]\]. The phosphoproteome of six quizartinib-responders (patients with CR and PR) and six quizartinib-non-responders was characterized using SCX/IMAC and SILAC-based quantitative MS. More than 13.000 phosphosites were identified and nearly 8.000 were confidently assigned to serine, threonine and tyrosine amino acids with a localization probability higher than 0.75. Further analysis of this data set found three significantly differently expressed phosphosites at a FDR of 10% from endonuclease/exonuclease/ phosphatase family domain-containing protein 1 (EEPD1), B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 11A (BC11A) and Ran-binding protein 3 (RANB3). BC11A is a myeloid and B-cell proto-oncogene and it is associated with a poor outcome of AML patients \[[@r134]\]. RNAB3, regulated by Ras/MAPK1/RSK and the PK3CA/AKT signaling pathways, is involved in the nuclear export of mothers against decapentaplegic homolog 2 and 3 (SMAD2/3) and inhibits transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGFB1) signaling \[[@r135]\]. Additional bioinformatics analysis using the mean-rank test and the ensemble feature selection method \[[@r136]\], resulted in a final phospho-signature consisting of five phosphorylation sites significantly regulated between responder and non-responder groups. These included the three sites described earlier and the x-linked retinitis pigmentosa GTPase regulator (RPGR) and pre-lamin A/C (LMNA), which form the nuclear lamina and it is involved in gene transcription. Validation of the phospho-peptide signature in a new group of six quizartinib-responders and three quizartinib-non-responders predicted the observed drug response at 78% accuracy. Moreover, the authors showed that the phosphorylation of the LMNA site was correlated with the expression of the protein, offering the option of simple measuring LMNA protein expression to predict quizartinib response.

These reports highlight the importance of PTM discovery and computational approaches to identify phospho-signature to predict drug response of AML patients. Future discovery of patient phospho-signatures of available AML drugs might be of great help with the choice of successful AML treatments to improve remission rates.

6. Challenges
=============

Although proteomics hold all opportunities for finding new biomarkers, clinical proteomic studies are often reflected by lack of proper experimental design, few biological samples and proper control samples, resulting in poor statistical power and very few FDA-approved protein biomarkers \[[@r137], [@r138]\]. In 2013, Skates *et al.* published a statistical design for identifying the proper number of biological samples (case and control) required in discovery (n=50) and verification (n=250) studies to reach a high probability of a potential biomarker to reach the clinical validation stage \[[@r137]\]. They also highlighted that the gap between suggested biomarkers in discovery studies compared to clinically validated biomarkers is large, referring to the many research groups who have published biomarker candidates from discovery studies without following verification with another technology or with an independent patient cohort and without decisive testing on clinical trials. This is the case for AML (Table **[2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**) and for other disease-related studies \[[@r139]\].

The choice of control samples represents a major difficulty in the experimental design of AML proteomic projects. This task becomes even more challenging when long-term survivors or patients with CR or relapse are included in the analysis.

Previously, time-consuming proteomics protocols have limited the number of samples included in studies. However, today one can prepare ten-folds of patient samples for proteomic analysis in one or two days, depending on the protocol and potential fractionation chosen. Nowadays, the time-dependent factor is rather the LC-MS/MS time used to obtain maximum peptide separation and sequencing.

7. Future perspectives
======================

Discovery and verification studies of AML proteomes could provide a substantial number of new biomarkers in a near future using current proteomic methods and mass spectrometers. The increasing number of AML patient samples available in current biobanks will support such a progress. Moreover, efforts to share AML samples from the different biobanks might develop a universal approach to validate AML biomarkers using accurate MRM and PRM tools within different populations. The use of peptide and modified-peptide signatures based on MS data to diagnose the different AML subtypes and predict prognosis or treatment response might become a standard procedure in clinical AML strategies \[[@r140]\]. Moreover, the development of new methodologies to study multiple PTM simultaneously would make it possible to look at the cross-talk of several PTM that might provide us with a more realistic and complex picture of the biological events that dictate AML development and progress.

The current effort of MS-based research on finding new AML biomarkers might hopefully lead the development of future fast procedures to process fresh AML patient samples and informatics tools to provide accurate data on the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment success of the patients.
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###### 

Currently used AML cell lines.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Cell Line^a^**   **FAB^\$^**          **AML Relevant Mutations and Translocations** ^a^   **Cancer Relevant Mutations^§^**                                          
  ------------------ -------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------------------
  HL-60              \[[@r12], [@r13]\]   M2                                                  Amplification of MYC\                                \[[@r14]\]\          CDKN2A p.R80\*\
                                                                                              TP53 null                                            \[[@r15]\]           DNMT3B p.R537Q\
                                                                                                                                                                        MLL3 p.? (c.2769+7C\>T)\
                                                                                                                                                                        MLLT4 p.M1226I\
                                                                                                                                                                        NRAS p.Q61L

  KASUMI-1           \[[@r16]\]           M2                                                  t(8;21)(q22;q22) giving RUNX1-RUNX1T1 (AML1-ETO)\    \[[@r17]\]\          ASXL1 p.G646fs\*12\
                                                                                              KIT N822K mutation                                   \[[@r18]\]           CREBBPp.?(c.1676+3_1676+12delaagaccctgt)\
                                                                                                                                                                        TP53 p.R248Q

  KG-1               \[[@r19]\]           M0                                                  ins(12;8)(p11;p11p22) giving FGFR1OP2-FGFR1 fusion   \[[@r20]\]           BCR p.? (c.3322+9T\>C)\
                                                                                                                                                                        EP300 p.? (c.730-10T\>C)\
                                                                                                                                                                        JUN p.Q202P\
                                                                                                                                                                        MLL3 p.R907Q, p.? (c.2872-6C\>A)\
                                                                                                                                                                        NOTCH2 p.K1514R\
                                                                                                                                                                        TP53 p.? (c.672+1G\>A)

  MOLM-13            \[[@r21]\]           M5                                                  ins(11;9((q23;p22p23)) giving MLL-AF9 fusion\        \[[@r21]\]\          BRCA2 p.Q819R\
                                                                                              FLT3 ITD\                                            \[[@r22]\]\          CBL p.? (c.1226_1227+12delAGgtacggatctaa)\
                                                                                              CBL deltaExon8 mutant                                \[[@r23]\]           FLT3p.E598_Y599insFDRFREYE\
                                                                                                                                                                        MLL p.A1650T\
                                                                                                                                                                        MLL3 p.M741T, p.C394Y\
                                                                                                                                                                        MTOR p.T571K\
                                                                                                                                                                        PML p.R689W

  MONOMAC-6          \[[@r24]\]           M5                                                  t(9;11)(p22;q23) giving MLL-AF9 fusion               \[[@r25], [@r26]\]   ASXL1 p.L1393fs\*30\
                                                                                                                                                                        FLT3 p.V592A\
                                                                                                                                                                        RUNX1 p.A134V\
                                                                                                                                                                        TP53 p.R273H

  MV4-11             \[[@r27]\]           M5                                                  t(4;11) giving MLL-AF4\                              \[[@r27]\]\          FLT3 p.D600_L601ins10\
                                                                                              FLT3 ITD                                             \[[@r22]\]           MECOM p.E35K

  NB-4               \[[@r28]\]           M3                                                  t(15;17)(q22;q11-12.1) giving PML-RARa fusion        \[[@r28], [@r29]\]   KRAS p.A18D\
                                                                                                                                                                        RUNX1T1 p.R157C\
                                                                                                                                                                        TP53 p.R248Q

  OCI-AML            \[[@r30]\]           M4                                                  Npm1 mutation (type A)\                              \[[@r30]\]\          NPM1 p.W288fs\*12\
                                                                                              DNMT3A R882C                                         \[[@r31]\]           NRAS p.Q61L

  THP-1              \[[@r32]\]           M5                                                  t(9;11)(p21;q23) giving MLL-MLLT3 (MLL-AF9) fusion   \[[@r33]\]           MLLT4 p.A765T\
                                                                                                                                                                        NRAS p.G12D\
                                                                                                                                                                        TP53 p.R174fs\*3
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^\$^FAB -- French-American- British classification system for AML divides patients in subgroups M0-M7 based on morphology of the leukemic cells \[[@r34]\].

^§^The mutation data was obtained from the Sanger Institute Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC) web site (<http://www.sanger.ac.uk/cosmic>) \[[@r35]\].

^a^The references in this table are numbered following the order of the main text.

###### 

List of published potential AML biomarkers described using a MS-based proteomic approach. Only verification/  validation of biomarkers performed in patient cohorts has been considered.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Name\***                                                                                                                 **Uniprot ID**                                                                                   **Marker specificity**                                                   **Sample type**                                                                                                                              **Number of samples (AML/ control)**                                **MS-based**\                                                        **Verification/**\                                                               **Ref.** ^a^
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        **methodology**                                                      **Validation**                                                                   
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------
  **NUMA1**                                                                                                                  Q14980                                                                                           AML diagnosis                                                            BM                                                                                                                                           9/4^L^                                                              2D MALDI-TOF                                                         RT-PCR (n= 20)                                                                   \[[@r44]\]

  **ITA6**                                                                                                                   P23229                                                                                           AML development                                                          BM and PB                                                                                                                                    2/0                                                                 SCX LC-MS/MS                                                         FACS (n= 9-12) and long term stromal coculture assay (n=2)                       \[[@r45]\]

  **UBA1, FIBA, PLF4**                                                                                                       P22314, P02671, P02776                                                                           AML diagnosis; refractory AML; relapsed AML                              PB                                                                                                                                           139/72^HV^                                                          MB-WCX MALDI-TOF;\                                                   Western blot (n=3)                                                               \[[@r46]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        LC-MS/MS                                                                                                                                              

  **FETUA**, **CLUS**, **RET4**, **APOC3**, immunoglobulin heavy-chain variant, **PRS4**, **HPT**                            P02765, P10909, P02753, P02656, Q9NPP6, P62191, P00738                                           AML diagnosis                                                            PB                                                                                                                                           12/12^HV^                                                           2D MALDI-TOF; ESI-TOF                                                \-                                                                               \[[@r47]\]

  **ANXA3**, **PLSL**, **6PGD**, **CATA**, **PRDX6**, **ANXA1**, **ACTG, GSTO1, ESTD**                                       P12429, P13796, P52209, P04040, P30041, P04083, P63261, P78417, P10768                           AML subtypes; therapy response                                           BM and PB                                                                                                                                    38/17^HV^                                                           2D MALDI-TOF; ESI-MS/MS                                              Western blot\                                                                    \[[@r48]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             (n= 32)                                                                          

  **HNRH1**, **CALR**, **ROA2**                                                                                              P31943, P27797, P22626                                                                           AML prognosis                                                            BM                                                                                                                                           42/1^CD^                                                            2D and DIGE MALDI-TOF                                                Western blot (n=10)                                                              \[[@r49]\]

  **S10A8, S10A9, CATG, NDKA, PERM, UP1** (derivative of ROA1)                                                               P05109, P06702 P08311, P15531, P05164, P09651                                                    AML subtypes; AML diagnosis; AML prognosis                               BM                                                                                                                                           51/10^L^/8^HV^                                                      2D MALDI-TOF; ESI-MS/MS                                              \-                                                                               \[[@r50], [@r68]\]

  **UBC9**                                                                                                                   P63279                                                                                           AML diagnosis                                                            K562 (CEBPAp30-ER), WT K562 as CML cell lines; BM from AML patients containing CEBPAp30                                                      11/0                                                                2D MALDI-TOF                                                         \-                                                                               \[[@r51]\]

  **NICA**, **AL1A1, THIK, GLU2B, MPCP**                                                                                     Q92542, P00352, P09110, P14314, Q00325                                                           AML diagnosis                                                            BM                                                                                                                                           4/5^L^/8^HV^                                                        LC-MS/MS (Undescribed fractionation)                                 \-                                                                               \[[@r52]\]

  **EEPD1**, **BC11A**, **RANB3**, **RPGR**, **LMNA**                                                                        Q7L9B9, Q9H165, Q9H6Z4, Q92834, P02545                                                           AML quizartinib-therapy response                                         BM                                                                                                                                           6 AML quizartinib-responders and 6 AML quizartinib-non-responders   SCX IMAC LC-MS/MS                                                    6 extra AML quizartinib-responders and 3 extra AML quizartinib--non responders   \[[@r53]\]

  **ENOA**, **GDIR2**, **ANXA1**, **ANX10**, **CATA**, **PRDX2**, **TPM3**                                                   P06733, P52566, P04083, Q9UJ72, P04040, P32119, P06753                                           AML subtypes; AML prognosis                                              BM                                                                                                                                           13/10^HV^                                                           2D MALDI-TOF                                                         \-                                                                               \[[@r105]\]

  **MOES**, **EZRI**, **AIFM1**                                                                                              P26038, P15311, O95831                                                                           AML diagnosis (pediatric)                                                BM and PB                                                                                                                                    5/3^HV^                                                             2D MALDI-TOF MS                                                      Western blot (n=4)                                                               \[[@r106]\]

  **LEO1, TP4A3**                                                                                                            Q8WVC0, O75365                                                                                   AML development                                                          TF1 (an erythroleukemia *cell line*)-derived cell lines                                                                                      \-                                                                  SILAC-based LC-MS/MS (Unfractionated)                                Western blot (n=24)                                                              \[[@r107]\]

  **CD166**                                                                                                                  Q13740                                                                                           AML diagnosis; therapeutic development of AML antibody-based treatment   HL60, THP1, NB4 and PLB985 AML cell lines; K562 CML cell line                                                                                \-                                                                  Biotinylation/affinity chromatography MALDI-TOF                      FACS (n= 4)                                                                      \[[@r108]\]

  **Name\***                                                                                                                 **Uniprot ID**                                                                                   **Marker specificity**                                                   **Sample type**                                                                                                                              **Number of samples (AML/ control)**                                **MS-based**\                                                        **Verification/**\                                                               **Ref.**^a^
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        **methodology**                                                      **Validation**                                                                   

  **S10A8**                                                                                                                  P05109                                                                                           AML prognosis                                                            BM and PB                                                                                                                                    54/0                                                                SAX/SCX SELDI-TOF; MALDI-TOF/TOF;\                                   Western blot (n=12)                                                              \[[@r109]\]
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        LC-MS/MS                                                                                                                                              

  **BTK**                                                                                                                    Q06187                                                                                           AML therapy response                                                     KG-1 and MV4-11 AML cell lines, BM from AML patients                                                                                         28/0                                                                Immunoprecipitation and SILAC-based LC-MS/MS                         \-                                                                               \[[@r110]\]

  **PTN6**                                                                                                                   P29350                                                                                           AML development                                                          BaF3 (a pro-B cell line) cells (FLT3-ITD, WT FLT3, FLT3-D835Y, WT FLT3/FL)                                                                   \-                                                                  Immunoprecipitation and iTRAQ-based LC-MS/MS                         \-                                                                               \[[@r111]\]

  **PIN1**                                                                                                                   Q13526                                                                                           AML development                                                          K562 (a CML cell line)-CEBPA-p30-ER cells                                                                                                    \-                                                                  2D MALDI-TOF                                                         mRNA assay (n= 6)                                                                \[[@r112]\]

  **ESDT, ACTG**                                                                                                             P10768, P63261                                                                                   AML M1/M2 prognosis; therapeutic targets                                 BM and PB                                                                                                                                    33/17^HV^                                                           2D MALDI-TOF; ESI-MS/MS                                              \-                                                                               \[[@r113]\]

  **PPIA**, **CATA**, **NPM**, **PCNA**, **TCPA**, **ROA2**, **ENOA**, **PRDX1**                                             P62937, P04040, P06748, P12004, P17987, P22626, P06733, Q06830                                   AML-treatment response with DNA methyltransferase inhibitors             AML1/ETO AML cell line                                                                                                                       \-                                                                  2D MALDI-TOF                                                         Western blot (n= 2)                                                              \[[@r114]\]

  **PRKDC**, **PK3CA**, **CSK21**, **CDK1**, **PAK1**, **MK01**, **PDPK1**, **CDC7**, **ABL1**, **LCK**, **SRC**, **CDK1**   P78527, P42336, P68400, P06493, Q13153, P28482, O15530, O00311, P00519, P06239, P12931, P06493   AML diagnosis; AML therapy response with PI3K and mTOR inhibitors        P31/Fuj and Kasumi-1 AML cell lines; PB from AML patients                                                                                    39/5^HV^                                                            MOAC LC-MS/MS                                                        \-                                                                               \[[@r115]\]

  BCR-ABL\                                                                                                                   Q8NEY0, O60674                                                                                   AML therapeutic targets                                                  HEL, HT-93 and KMB-3 AML cell lines                                                                                                          \-                                                                  Immunoprecipitation LC -MS/MS                                        \-                                                                               \[[@r116]\]
  fusion protein^\$^,\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  TEL-ARG fusion protein**^¤^**,\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **JAK2**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  **KSYK**                                                                                                                   P43405                                                                                           AML therapeutic targets                                                  HL-60 AML cell line                                                                                                                          \-                                                                  Immunoprecipitation LC-MS/MS (in combination with shRNA screening)   Western blot and *in vitro* inhibition studies (n= 14)                           \[[@r117]\]

  **PTN11**, **PTN6**, **RUNX1, STA5A**                                                                                      Q06124, P29350,\                                                                                 AML therapeutic targets                                                  MV4-11, Molm 14, Marimo, Me-F2, KY821, OCI/AML3, Nomo-1 and ML-1 AML cell lines; SEM, RS4-11, and REH ALL cell lines; BM from AML patients   6/0                                                                 Immunoprecipitation LC-MS/MS                                         \-                                                                               \[[@r118]\]
                                                                                                                             Q01196, P42229                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  **SRC**, **BTK**                                                                                                           P12931, Q06187                                                                                   AML erlotinib- and gefinitib-treatment targets                           KG1 AML cell line                                                                                                                            \-                                                                  SCX IMAC LC-MS/MS                                                    \-                                                                               \[[@r119]\]
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*Biomarker names are shown as protein abbreviations.

^\$^The Uniprot ID for the largest fusion protein is reported.

**^¤^**No Uniprot ID was found for this fusion protein.

HV stands for healthy volunteer as control.

L stands for another type of leukemia different from AML as control.

CD stands for CD34+ cells as control.

^a^The reference numbers of the described studies of this table refer to the references cited in the main text.
